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1. General introduction 
Life is made up of many decisions. Some are big, life-altering 

decisions like whether to start a business, or whether or not to have children. 
Others are small, seemingly irrelevant decisions such as what to eat for 
breakfast, or which color shirt to buy. Notably, presenting 100 people with 
the exact same decision problem will unlikely result in 100 identical 
decisions. Understanding this variability is important as the manner in 
which people make decisions affects many facets of life, from the well 
being of individuals (Bubić & Erceg, 2018; Parker, Bruine de Bruin, & 
Fischhoff, 2007), and quality of health care services (Clancy & Cronin, 
2005) to sustainability of economic, political, and environmental initiatives 
(Adger et al., 2003). This dissertation focuses on the study of constructs 
that underlie variability in human decision making. 
 
1.1 Latent decision-making constructs 

In decision making, there exist many constructs that cannot be 
observed directly yet are reasoned to underlie variability in human behavior 
(Bollen, 2002; Borsboom, 2008; Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & Van Heerden, 
2003; Cavanagh, Wiecki, Kochar, & Frank, 2014; Dekkers et al., 2020; 
Jansen, van Duijvenvoorde, & Huizenga, 2012; Lovreglio, Borri, Ronchi, 
Fonzone, & dell’Olio, 2015). For example, the observation that people 
decide riskier in monetary decisions entailing gains as compared to losses 
can be explained by the latent construct of ‘loss aversion’ (i.e., an increased 
sensitivity to losses relative to gains; Tom, Fox, Trepel, Poldrack, & Fox, 
2014; Trepel, Fox, & Poldrack, 2005). Alternatively, the observation that 
different people rely on different pieces of information to answer the same 
decision problem may be explained by the use of different ‘decision-
making strategies’ (i.e., methods of utilizing the information available to 
reach decisions; Huizenga, Crone, & Jansen, 2007; Steingroever, Jepma, 
Lee, Jansen, & Huizenga, 2019; Van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2016). As such, 
underlying (or ‘latent’) constructs play an important role in understanding 
decision making (Ben-Akiva et al., 2002). 
 
1.2 Behavioral & neuroimaging data 

Despite being directly unobservable, latent decision-making 
constructs can be approximated via observation(s) of associated behavior 
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and/or brain activity (among others), as acquired via tools such as 
questionnaires, experimental task, and neuroimaging methods (for 
examples, see: (Buelow & Suhr, 2009; Dekkers, Popma, Agelink van 
Rentergem, Bexkens, & Huizenga, 2016; Forstmann, Brown, Dutilh, 
Neumann, & Wagenmakers, 2010; Gabay, Radua, Kempton, & Mehta, 
2014; Jansen et al., 2012; Keuken et al., 2014; Krain, Wilson, Arbuckle, 
Castellanos, & Milhama, 2006; Leykin & Derubeis, 2010; Rochat, 2019; 
Van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2016). For example, loss aversion can be derived 
from responses to a monetary choice task and is associated with increased 
activity in the amygdala, as detected using functional magnetic resonance 
imaging, or fMRI (De Martino, Camerer, & Adolphs, 2010; Trepel et al., 
2005). Alternatively, use of strategies wherein all available information is 
integrated to reach decisions could be distinguished from use of strategies 
that do not integrate using a monetary decision task, and showed this 
difference related to activity in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (Van 
Duijvenvoorde et al., 2016). In this branch of research, each type of data 
has unique advantages – behavioral data providing psychologically 
meaningful interpretation of decision-making constructs, while 
neuroimaging data informs of the physiological properties thereof (Turner 
et al., 2013). Thus, both data types are valuable and uniquely informative 
in the study of latent decision-making constructs. 
 
1.3 Computational modeling 

A method of relating latent constructs to observations is 
computational modeling, the utilization of mathematical models to describe 
and understand complex phenomena, such as decision-making constructs 
(Poile & Safayeni, 2016). As this requires quantifying expectations about 
the properties of, and relationship between observed and latent constructs – 
usually based on theory and prior findings – computational modeling 
provides explicit hypotheses to be tested against alternative explanations, 
and guides interpretation of complex data (Calder et al., 2018; Cohen et al., 
2017; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2010). Computational modeling of 
gambling task data showed that loss aversion is attributable to differences 
in gathering information about gains versus losses, not a cognitive bias in 
avoiding losses (Clay, Clithero, Harris, & Reed, 2017). Moreover, 
computational modeling of a choice task showed that children were less 
adept than adults at adaptively switching to simpler decision-making 
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strategies as decision problems became less complex (Mata, von Helversen, 
& Rieskamp, 2011). Thus, computational modeling can provide insights 
into both the workings of latent constructs and how they vary in the 
population.  

An additional advantage of computational modeling is that it 
allows for both behavioral and neuroimaging data to inform the same latent 
construct. This combines the advantages of each data type, constraining the 
abstract psychological mechanisms described by behavioral data to concur 
with properties of the biological system in which they reside (i.e., the 
human brain), while providing the biological data with mechanistic 
interpretation (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2010; Forstmann, Wagenmakers, 
Eichele, Brown, & Serences, 2011; Turner, Forstmann, Love, Palmeri, & 
Van Maanen, 2017; Turner, Rodriguez, Norcia, McClure, & Steyvers, 
2016). This practice has been found to improve analytical accuracy in both 
describing and predicting observations (Rodriguez, Steyvers, McClure, 
Norcia, & Turner, 2015; Turner et al., 2016).  

 
1.4 Individual differences 

When modeling latent decision-making constructs, it is important 
to account for (between-)individual differences, as these may explain 
individual differences in decision behavior and neural measures (Appelt, 
Milch, Handgraaf, & Weber, 2011; Franken & Muris, 2005; Pehlivanova, 
2018). For example, individual differences in loss aversion could explain 
individual differences in behavioral responses to monetary choice tasks 
(Gächter, Johnson, & Herrmann, 2007) and individual differences in 
amygdala functioning (De Martino et al., 2010; but see Tom et al., 2014). 
Moreover, individual differences in preferred versus applied decision 
strategy could predict individual differences positivity of perceived 
decision outcomes (Betsch & Kunz, 2008). 

Individual differences can be accounted for through computational 
modeling (for examples, see Bergner, Oppenheimer, & Detre, 2019; 
Eppinger, Walter, Heekeren, & Li, 2013; Molleman et al., 2020), allowing 
to test for the presence thereof, guiding how differences between 
individuals should be interpreted, and how they relate to other observations. 
Additionally, computational modeling of individual differences provides a 
way to test what type of latent variable best represents the latent construct 
of interest, as is relevant because incorrect modeling thereof may result in 
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distorted, or even meaningless results (details in Chapter 2). In sum, taking 
into account individual differences allows one to distinguish the accurate 
manner to model and interpret latent constructs, and their relationships to 
observations. 
 
1.5 Overview 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate latent decision-making 
constructs through computational modeling using behavioral, or combined 
behavioral and neuroimaging data. The chapters cover a wide range of 
decision making topics, yet all are connected by a common theme, that is, 
computational modeling of latent decision constructs taking into account 
individual differences. 

This thesis is made up of two parts. Part I consists of Chapters 2 
and 3, which focus on a novel computational modeling approach to 
empirically identify the nature of latent decision constructs as quantitative 
or qualitative, utilizing either behavioral or combined behavioral and fMRI 
data. Part II covers Chapters 4-6, which focus on the computational 
modeling of qualitative individual differences, namely decision strategies. 
Specifically, the focus is on 1) strategies for deciding based on information 
acquired individually and/or information provided by external sources, 2) 
how the use of decision strategies relates to different psychological 
constructs, specifically ADHD and need for cognition, and 3) how 
strategies relate to contextual factors, specifically the framing of a decision 
problem as gain-focused versus loss-focused, respectively. In Chapters 4 
and 5, the different strategies proposed serve a complementary function, in 
that individual differences in strategy use are expected to underlie 
individual differences in decision behavior. Conversely, strategies in 
Chapter 6 are competitory, each seeking to provide the best explanation for 
individual differences in decision behavior through the latent decision 
mechanisms it proposes. 
 
  




